PROTEST FOR FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY AND GOOD GOVERNANCE

To: Dissatisfied Democrats, Independents and Republicans

CALL TO ACTION

DO WHAT IS RIGHT ------ AND DO IT NOW!

A POLICY AGENDA THE PUBLIC HAS TO EMBRACE!

- No more adding to public debt ---- acknowledge that governments can not indefinitely spend to create consumer demand in order to sustain economic growth.

- Halt any further additions to public worker and private citizen entitlement programs; i.e. health, retirement, guaranteed income as in Social Security.

- Cut the size and scope of government subsidies.

- Start reducing dependence payments, - to especially those of working age, i.e., for unemployment, unjustified disability.

- Reduce taxes; overhaul and simplify the tax code, including a return to some fairness where currently 47-48% of Federal filers pay no tax, but should be obliged to pay at least some tax.

- Reform our Education System that costs too much, - and yet too often yields a less than satisfactory product. As part of reform institute a ‘Business of Living’ citizenship education program for grades 6 – 12 to prepare students for the rigors of life after school in the community; - as to increase knowledge for a more informed and responsible citizenship role.

- Of utmost importance, promote growth by cleansing local, state, and federal regulatory structures of non-sensible rules that discourage job creation, opportunity and freedom in decision making for entrepreneurship and enterprise for individuals and groups.

Page 2 – Oppose persons demanding anti-Democracy policies to put Americans in ‘straight jackets’ and under controlling, bankrupting Socialism.
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...Confront and stop those out to destroy opportunity, freedom of choice, and our prized economic system .........

‘OPPORTUNITY AND FREEDOM SEEKING CITIZENS WANT RESPONSIBLE GOVERNMENT TO LIVE WITHIN ITS MEANS: - MUST WITH TIRELESS VIGOR OPPOSE LIBERAL DEMOCRAT LEADERSHIP GROUPS AND OTHERS PUSHING TO’:

- Continually raise debt levels, and to be able to do, endlessly borrow and print money. - Then, dispense debt money to favor their constituent groups in order to buy votes. (a terrible outcome that is to bankrupting the country, and putting our children and grandchildren in bondage)
- Add more entitlements, - and more benefits to existing entitlements, no matter the costs. (an awful penalty on working taxpayers who can no longer support financially)
- Increase grants and subsidies to politically favored industries and constituent groups (crony capitalism that distorts allocation of resources that undermines competitive free markets, and robs money for better public uses)
- Keep and increase all dependency payments, no matter the adverse economic and financial impact (addiction that deters individual responsibility and self-reliance; - and further burdens unsustainable costs on taxpayers)
- Increase taxes, especially on the top 1-2 % who already pay 40% of Federal income taxes (and increasing share over time), and the top 20% now paying over 90% of the taxes. Prominent Democrats, including most unions, call for greater transfer of wealth from those of ‘more means’ to those of lesser. Although not acknowledged outwardly, activists on the left propose socialism; being Marxist of mind. (ugly and unfair)
- Spend more money to increase bloat to sustain a dysfunctional education system. A system where human outcome product is not proficient enough in reading, writing, math, basic science, history, and individual citizenship responsibility. In dumming down primary and secondary education, numerous education activists prefer granting grade advancement based on self-esteem social concerns, over academic achievement. (Unwise elitists want unuestioned directional control)
- Have more regulations that further restrict opportunity, job creation, and fair play freedom in decision making. Democrat leaders on the left and many environmental activists want regulations to make individuals and groups conform to predetermined modes of conduct; - and IF allowed to proliferate unchecked, ultimately leads to Communism. (un-American)

The choice is clear. - Continue down the path of insolveny and human bondage under the Liberal Democrats: - OR, - Reclaim America to common sense, opportunity, freedom of choice, and good governance as set forth by the ‘Founding Fathers’.  
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